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FORCELINK™
MOBILE FIELD SERVICES ERP



Forcelink™ is a mobile Field Services 
ERP solution offered in a cloud tech-
nology model, or Software as a Service 
(SaaS) environment, which is a low risk 
and cost-effective model. 

ABOUT FORCELINK

Forcelink™ is a mobile Field Services ERP solution offered in a cloud technol-
ogy model, or Software as a Service (SaaS) environment, which is a low risk 

and cost-effective model. 
Features include barcode scanning, electronic signatures, image uploads 

and handheld GPS devices. This provides the user with navigation function-
ality to ensure that field resources get to site, capture information correctly 
with minimal free-text entry, upload photos and allow the GPS to track and 

provide as evidence of time and site attendance. 
 

Forcelink™ provides integration services to back office business applica-
tions already in existence within the organization. These systems may in-

clude ERP, Accounting, HR, Plant Maintenance, Customer Information and 
Geographic Information Systems. 

 
With no upfront capital expenditure purchasing software licenses and in-
stalling hardware, the system can be deployed within a few weeks in some 

cases. The complexity of integration and scope will determine the final de-
ployment timeline. Being a web-based solution in a cloud model means that 
the system is available all the time and can be accessed globally using any 

web connecting device. This includes cell phones and tablets.
 

The solution is hosted at different data centres in multiple continents to en-
sure 99.99% availability of the system. 



KEY FEATURES

By optimizing processes
 and productivity, you will have a direct 

impact on profitability. 

• Increase productivity | Improve speed and accuracy of work allocated to field resources
• Improve Cash Flow Reduce administration | Speed up quote estimation and sending of quotes | Faster invoicing
• Improve Customer Service | Improve customer communication using standard mobile technology | View and share status with multiple users
• Reduce Administration and Operational costs Reduce field downtime | Avoid repetitive data and mileage capture and entry
• Low Cost No upfront license and hardware costs | Low running costs | Low monthly payments | Pay as you go and scale as you need
• Accurate Reports | Configurable and flexible reporting
• Technology Choice | Operates on all popular mobile operating systems 
• Real-time Status | See work status, field resources and clients on real-time maps | Drag and drop assignments 
• Accurate Issue Diagnosis | Instant feedback from location
• Highly Configurable | Highly flexible and configurable 
• Fully supported and updated | Forcelink™ issues new functionality on a regular basis by involving customers in the product development roadmap
• Integration Forcelink™ is designed for integration | We have experience with direct integration with multiple ERP solutions such as SAP and middleware, 

from simple uploads to real-time web services 
• Informed by Expertise | Forcelink™ is designed and developed by experts in work management systems | Our team hold deep domain knowledge from multiple 

implementations of expertise software 



MODULES Increase in customer retention - accurate and 
constant communication to and from the field.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT 
A complete back  office and mobile CRM 
to manage all interactions with clients in
real-time.

ASSET MANAGEMENT 
A complete back office and mobile AM 
module to create and manage asset
registers, asset tracking, asset lifecy-

cle and financials.

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
A complete back office and mobile MM 
module to manage stores, stock, 
purchase requisitions and purchase 

orders.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
A complete back office and mobile RM 
module to manage time and attendance, 
resource tracking and skills management.

SCHEDULING 
Enables the back office to do micro 
scheduling of the field resources on a 
Gantt chart.

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT 
A complete back office and mobile 
CMMS module to manage planned 

maintenance activities.

DISPATCHING 
Enables the back office to do geo-spatial 
dispatching of events to the mobile field 
resources.

WORK MANAGEMENT 
Enables the back office to deal
with customer calls, manage emergency 
work, work requests and client quotations.

MOBILE WORK MANAGEMENT 
Enables field resources to provide
feedback on  work, quotations and 
work requests, conduct field inspections/
audits, and capture info such as photos, 
GPS coordinates, barcode scans.

BUSINESS PROCESS FLOW MANAGEMENT 
Allows the system administrator to 
configure any businesses process flow and 
apply complex business rules for the back 

office and the mobile users.

ADMINISTRATION MANAGEMENT 
Allows the system administrator to 
configure appearance, reference data, 
business rules, global settings, and user 
account administration.

SUB-CONTRACTOR MANAGEMENT 
Enables master and sub-schema setups 
to manage subcontractors. 
This functionality allows for asset register 
collaboration, SLA management and 
work outsourcing

REPORTING 
Enables users to create ad-hoc reports, 
standard reports and dashboards.

BESPOKE MODULES 
Allows for added modules and Forcelink 
into your company services. Speak to 
one of our sales consultants for more 

information on how we can integrate. 



BENEFITS Improves performance – the right resource to the 
right location first time. 

Get field staff to work locations quicker 

Reduce telephony costs between the back 
office and the field 

Manage sub-contractors field activities 
and Service Level Agreements 

Quicker interaction between Service 
Desk and Field Service Engineers

Audit trail of everything, both on
the back office and on the mobile

Improve customer service, by 
engaging the customer on the 
mobile and providing customers with
 mobile engagement applications

Faster and clearer invoicing with 
integrated workflow (quotation, PO, 
invoice all linked)

Integrated reporting, both on the 
mobile and the back office



Forcelink improves customer service by enabling 
quick and efficient dispatching to execute various 
council management activities.

COUNCIL SPECIFIC 
FUNCTIONALITY

SOCIAL WORKERS MANAGEMENT
With Forcelink councils can manage the activities of social 
workers; send activities and instruction to their phones, track 
their movements, and receive information from the field, such 

as photos, inspections, notes, observations, etc.

SOCIAL HOUSING MANAGEMENT
Forcelink is successfully used to manage buildings and 
apartments. This includes; planned maintenance/regular ac-
tivities and unplanned activities, as well as managing tenants; 
issues raised, leases and contracts and facilities. Tenants 
can log and track enquiries/issues through the customer/
citizen portal to speed up the council response and improve 
customer services. 

PARKING AND ROADS MANAGEMENT
Forcelink is used to manage all of the council activities relat-
ed to parking, roads, sidewalks and bridges. 
This includes managing capital projects, unplanned 
maintenance and events and parking permit management. 
Citizens call log any issue through the customer/citizen 

portal, such as potholes or dangerous intersection, etc.

WASTE MANAGEMENT
Forcelink is used in the waste management space to man-
age the collection/removal of waste, scheduled and con-
trolled waste management, haulage and disposal of waste. 
The system manages the waste workflow, including all of the 

resources, vehicles and sub-contractors in the value chain.

STREET CLEANSING AND STREET FURNITURE
With Forcelink councils can manage all street cleansing and 
street furniture operations, both planned and unplanned as well 
as new projects. This includes activities related to; graffiti, fly 
tipping, fly posting and many more. Citizens are able to log issues 
and make enquiries regarding issues via the customer/citizen 
portal.  

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
Forcelink is used by councils to manage all building/facilities 
activities, planned or unplanned. These include maintenance, 
asset tracking and management, service management, cleaning, 
as well as, employee service management; parking, stationary 
ordering, booking boardrooms ordering refreshments, and many 

more. 

Citizens can engage the council via the Forcelink ‘My Smart City’ platform to log and 
enquire about issues such as, waste management, council housing, roads & street-
lights, street cleansing, etc. 



Increase in worker productivity – Schedule your 
resources optimally and improve communication 
to and from the field.

CALL TAKING 

If a call is valid it gets converted to a 
work order for field staff to execute.

The council Call Centre, Dispatch Centre 
and Work Scheduling Centre, use the 
Forcelink back office to monitor calls, 
dispatch work to the field resources and 
manage the work centrally. 



With the customer portal, people can log issues 
and requests immedietly so that the correct 
resources can be dispatched. 

WORK MANAGEMENT 

Each resource is tracked while on duty. 
Forcelink can see where resources go and what 

work they are doing on what assets. Time and at-
tendance (timesheets) are therefore completed 

automatically.

Field resources can navigate to the work order 
location, they can take photos of the issue, 
capture root cause, capture materials, capture 
geographical information, complete inspections, 
sign off work, and much more.



Increase in service revenues - More work is 
done with less resources.

Work orders are immediately dispatched or scheduled 
and sent to the right field resources to be executed.

Project activities are sent 
directly to the resource’s 
mobile phone.

Resources can automatically 
update the activity completion 
percentage from their mobile 
phones.

CAPITAL PROJECTS 

Capital Projects can be created 
and managed from the Forcelink 
back office



CONTACT US
Joao Zoio
joao.zoio@forcelink.net
Mobile +27 83 509 6847
Tel +27 21 0072618
4A Carpe Diem
26 Quantum Street 
Techno Park
Stellenbosch
Cape Town
South Africa

Kennedy Mogotsi
kennedy.mogotsi@forcelink.net
Mobile +27 83 6569417
Tel +27 11 4678528
88 Studio Park
5 Concourse Crescent
Lonehill
Johannesburg
South Africa

Ronan Duffy
ronan.duffy@forcelink.net
Mobile +971 55 2311785
Tel +3531 4429566
Emirates Hills
Dubai
United Arab Emirates

Richard Jansen
Assigned PTY LTD
rsarichard@gmail.com
Mobile +61 45 116 3335
64 Eighth Ave
Kedron, 4031
Queensland, Australia

Approved Reseller:

Jean Claude Labat
jc.labat@forcelink.net
Mobile +351 915 754 879
Rua de Angola 85B
Alto Estoril
2765-193
Portugal


